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family astronomy in the Tampa Bay Area since 1927. Our 388 adult
members are dedicated to promoting and sharing the wonders and
science of astronomy. We host a dark-sky star party each New
Moon at Withlacoochee River Park, along with local star parties,
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lectures, educational outreach sessions and much more.

Astronomy Image of the Month
The Lunar Eclipse by Greg Shanos
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Final Testing for Webb
The James Webb telescope is going through its final
phase of testing, and the results so far are showcasing, and
teasing, the incredible potential of this scope. NASA has
released new stunning images of a nearby galaxy to our
Milky Way taken from The James Webb Space Telescope
and comparing the view using two different technologies -Spitzer and Webb.Compare the images on the left is from
the Spitzer Infrared Space Telescope from 2003.

May General Meeting
This month’s general meeting will take place
on Friday, May 27th at 8:00 PM. The meeting

The club’s New Moon observing weekend
will be held May 27th – May 29th at
Withlacoochee River Park east of Dade City.

will be in person at St. Petersburg College,
Gibbs Campus, 6405 5th Avenue North,
Natural Science Building, Classroom 232,
2nd floor, and also virtual.
The main program will be presented by SPAC
member, Chris Vuille.
To attend virtually with Zoom,
join from your computer, tablet or
smartphone by clicking here.

New SPAC Members

You can also dial in using your phone.
United States: +1 (301) 715-8592

We would like to welcome Bob & Michele

Meeting ID: 993-399-331
Passcode: 999123

Winslow, Barbara Lloyd, Jacqui McCurdy,
Paul Crate, Jeremy Maready, and James Ivey
to our family of members.
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April 29-May 1, 2022 New Moon Weekend

Field Report
By Intrepid Field Reporter
It’s clear from this month’s Dark of the Moon weekend that Summer

KELLY ANDERSON

is nearly here. We enjoyed what the local weather forecasters were
calling “pseudo-Summer weather.” Is that because the weather wasn’t really real? Or because it’s
really Summer weather but it ain’t Summer yet? Very confusing to your Intrepid Field Reporter, but
here’s what went down last weekend:
Joe Canzoneri was all by himself on Thursday.
He reported “lousy” sky conditions, but found a
sucker hole that was big and clear enough to get
“the best image of M51 I ever got!” Wow! That’s
some sucker hole, eh?
On Thursday your IFR (Intrepid Field …. you
know) arrived and was joined by Jack Brockhurst,
Gary Daniels & Debbie Raia, Les Gatechair, Bob
Stelmock, and Richard & Mary Garner. It made for
a fun little group, and skies were clear despite
gloomier forecasts. Overall, a good night for
staring at the stars. Bob brought a smaller than average (70 mm) but very effective scope that
captured excellent quality images. Bob is also an amateur radio operator, and he brought his QRP
(low power) transceiver and a 2-foot diameter “magnetic loop” antenna. With ten watts of output
power we watched as he worked an Italian station! Pretty impressive.
Friday dawned warm-ish and turned hot-ish by mid-day. The breeze picked up to make it a bit
more comfortable, but we had to be careful that our awnings were securely tied down. Hiking (for
me, strolling) through the woods was very enjoyable. That evening was overcast, so we have nothing
much to talk about for that evening’s astronomical endeavors.
Saturday afternoon Fred & Diane Friedman joined our happy band, but domestic duties required
your IFR to repair to the home-front late Saturday. Joe reported that the skies that night were good
… if you like to watch rain. Pseudo-Summer weather, I guess.
Our next New Moon Special is scheduled for May 27-29, but come early and stay late if you wish.
I heard a rumor that real summer weather is scheduled to appear. You won’t want to miss that.
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June Astronomical Events
June 1, the Moon, one day after the new Moon, will be at apogee
June 3 Pollux will be 2.1º north of the Moon

STEVE ROBBINS

First Quarter June 7
June 12, the Moon will cross the equator going south at the descending node
June 13 Antares will be 3.1º south of the Moon
Full Moon June 14, the Full Strawberry Moon
June 14, the Moon will be at perigee: 357,434 km from Earth. No, I won’t say it.
June 16 Mercury will be at greatest elongation: 23.2° west of the Sun, rising before
June 18 Saturn will be 4.3° north of the Moon
Third Quarter June 20
June 21 is the summer solstice and Mars will be at Perihelion, 1.38130 AU from the Sun
June 22 Mars will be 0.9° north of Moon
June 25 the Moon crosses the equator on the ascending node, headed northerly
June 25 the Pleiades will be 3.5° north of the Moon
New Moon June 28
June 29 the Moon will be at apogee, 406,581 km from Earth. That makes the new moon
nearly...I won’t say it.
June 30 Pollux will be 2.2° north of the Moon
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Space Exploration News
There was a bit of excitement on Mars as the official path for the helicopter,
Ingenuity, was confusing for a day. With no track, or a misleading track showing,

STEVE ROBBINS

Ingenuity’s position was shown south of its previous position, when it was in
the process of flying north to meet Perseverence, which was finishing its long trip around the sharp
rock strewn tongue that blocked the way to their ultimate goal, the delta. The following day the
mystery was solved with the correction of the map to show that Ingenuity had taken a day trip to
photograph Percy’s parachute and back shell. That back shell certainly looks like a crashed UFO and
you can bet some crazy will do some editing so you can’t see the shroud lines of the parachute and
claim aliens confirmed on Mars.
Finally, Boeing’s Starliner capsule is ready to fly tomorrow. In a press conference, officials
said they were “working no issues” and everything is looking good. Although the exact mechanism
causing valve problems is not absolutely confirmed, Boeing has applied an interm fix, applying a
sealant to all 24 valves, 13 of which failed to open in their last attempted launch. This is a “for now”
fix, not a long-term solution. "The redesign of the valve is certainly on the table, and the teams
are working toward some of those options." said Mark Nappi, vice president and program manager
of the Boeing Commercial Crew Program. Valve problems blew up a Crew Dragon for SpaceX and
now this. What is learned will benefit all future spaceflight.
Also, in a press conference yesterday, Mars Insight scientists revealed that the end is in sight
for Insight. Mars dust has progressively covered the solar panels and unlike other landing sites, dust
devils on Elysium Planitia have failed to clean off those solar panels for the past three years.
Scientists don’t expect anything to change about that, but were unclear as to the reasons. Insight is
down to producing only 10% of the power clean and healthy solar panels would produce, and as
power dwindles, it will be necessary to shut down the seismograph and other instruments for longer
and longer periods. Scientists said they project the mission cannot continue beyond late summer
2022.
The European Southern Observatory (ESO) and Event Horizon Telescope (EHT) teams
astounded the world this month. We understand, but does the general public realize what they are
seeing? I’m talking about the hoopla about the historic release of the first images of our Milky Way
Galaxy’s central black hole. Having the mass of a million Suns, the glowing ring of light around the
event horizon is only the size of the orbit of Mercury, 6.4 light-minutes, 116 million kilometers in
diameter. At its distance of 27 thousand light-years away, it subtends an angular size of only
0.00000001º, far below the resolving limit of the James Webb Space Telescope of 0.000006º. This is
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because the Event Horizon Telescope is composed of 7 radio telescopes, distributed across the
entire Earth, including Antarctica, producing a synthetic aperture of the diameter of Earth. JWST’s
aperture is somewhat less than that at 6.5 meters. Although JWST will be gathering information on
what is happening in Sagittarius A*’s neighborhood, it is unable to see Sagittarius A* itself at all.
Black hole and galactic astrophysics heavy hitter, Dr Becky Smethurst explains it better than
anybody, https://youtu.be/BtnFwNKEmyY.

National Weather Service
Atlantic Hurricane Season is June 1 through November 30 each year. It
will soon be upon us so NOW is the time to plan and prepare. Information about
hurricane and disaster readiness in the State of Florida is published by
county. Please review this information and make a plan for you, your family and

SHIRLEY VUILLE

your pets in the event that we will have to go through one of these terrible
storms. Links to three counties where most of our members reside are below, but many others are
also available and can be found with your internet search engine. Click on the links for your county:

Pinellas County Guide

Hillsborough County

Pasco County

SPAC Image Gallery
Here are some excellent astrophotography highlights from our fellow SPAC members.
Anyone who would like to share his or her work, I encourage you to email the editor to submit for
future newsletters or share them on our SPAC Facebook page.

Left: M64 the black eye galaxy LRGB
ASI 2600MM-Pro and WO FLT132
~60% moon by Gregg Williams
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Above: The Whale and
Hockey Stick, neighboring
galaxies in the
constellation Canes
Venatici by Phillip Roey
*****
Left: M13 the Great
Globular Cluster in
Hercules by Phillip Roey
*****
Right: Lunar Eclipse and
stars with ’65 Criterion RV6 @ eyepiece w/cellphone
by Guy Earle
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Above: Lunar Eclipse by Joe Reichle
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Above: NGC 6888 from my backyard. 3.66 hours of HOO using my William Optics 910mm
FLT132 and ASI2600MM-Pro by Gregg Williams
Below: LDN 673, Date: 2022-05-11, Location: Chiefland Astro Ranch, OTA: Rasa 11,
Camera: ZWO ASI2600MC, Mount: CEM70, Exposures: 120s x90, Filter: IDAS D1 by Jamie Kenas
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SPAC Mirror Lab:
Upgrading a 10” f6 Dob
Chris's scope needed a few tweaks. The secondary two vane holder

ALLEN MARONEY

was replaced with a four-vane model for better collimation adjustment and
the cage was rebuilt to make it a bit lighter and squarer. The Mirror box trunnions needed to be
include a center pivot point for his new digital setting circle encoders. Chris and Allen met at
Ralph's garage for an afternoon of wood dust making and deep discussions about scope design.
The goal was to work with Chris to design and cut out the new parts and then Chris would finish
and assemble them. When Chris bought this telescope, it was a heavy PVC tube OTA and he has
been rebuilding it as a much lighter weight and more portable truss pole scope.
Left: This is Chris with the cage that housed a two-vane
secondary holder what was challenging to adjust. The new
four vane secondary holder is in the foreground.
Below: Ralph cutting on the scroll saw and Chris sanding
a trunnion. The mirror was cleaned at the end of the day.
Left: The new
cage was assembled
on the scope to test
where

the

new

center of gravity was
located. The Telrad
was upside down and only
needed for its weight.
Right: The stained and
enclosed cage ready for the
focuser
Nice work Chris!
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A Small 12v Power Supply
If you happen to have power tools that use 12v batteries you should be able to build a small
power supply capable of powering a non-motorized scope for hours. With a 7 Amp Hour battery I
power dew heaters on an eyepiece, secondary mirror and a Telrad plus a Sky Commander digital
setting circles for a six hour observing session with power to spare. Swapping batteries is very quick
to do and recharging a battery generally takes from 1 to 2 hours.

Above are two finished examples with only the color of the box containing the wiring being
different. The adapter that attaches to the battery was purchased on Amazon for about $15. A pair
of the auto power sockets with inline fuse holders were about $8. I already had switches, resistors
and LEDs lying around. In my case it was for a DeWalt style battery, but most power tool batteries
have adapters available. If your battery is not 12v you will need to add step up (not recommended)
or step down (look up Buck DC-DC converters)
circuitry to make sure that the power coming out of
the auto plug socket is around 12v. In all cases the
center of the socket needs to be positive and the
sides negative. Using a 12v battery simplifies the
design. The boxes were 3D printed but any small
strudy box should work.
The switch may be omitted if you want to turn it
off by unplugging the battery or the power cord.
While I recommend the internal fuse it also may also
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be omitted if your power plug has a built-in fuse, just make sure that there is a fuse inline somewhere
before the dew heaters or scope electronics.
I added some Velcro to the bottom of the battery so that it stays on the rocker box of my
Dobsonian. Since it turns with the telescope there isn’t a problem of power cord wrapping around
the scope base.
My power boxes added an optional 10K resistor and a red power LED to show when the switch
is on. That is not shown in the diagram. As a bonus if you have an auto plug to USB adapter you
can use this power supply to charge your phone if the power goes out at home.

Items for Sale
Listing #1:
6-inch Celestron Refractor complete setup including mount and eyepieces, $900 OBO, if
interested please contact Susan Wilson at 352-796-1518
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Listing #2:
Explorer AR 127 with Dew Shield and 2 eyepieces and New Celestron Bag. Also Finder and
Diagonal. No Tripod. $500, if interested please call Philip at (352) 398-3888
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SPAC Business Meeting
Our next business meeting is Wed., June 8th, at 8:00 PM via conference call; details upon request.
All interested members are invited to attend. All club business decisions are made at the business
meeting so as not to encumber the general meeting.

Officers & Directors
President

Brad Perryman

727 420-1957

Vice Pres.

Paul Krahmer

727 535-5827

Secretary

Shirley Vuille

727 864-2624

Treasurer

Jim Hunter

813 507-8415

Dir.-at-Large

Kyle Brinkman

727 455-6931

Dir.-at-Large

Steven Gaber

727 215-0464

Dir.-at-Large

Jack Fritz

727 692-9831

SPACE Editor

Guy Earle

813 785-1972

Public Relations

John O'Neill

727 637-5945

Membership Chair

Shirley Vuille

727 864-2624

Mirror Lab Chair

Paul McNabb

727-345-5713

Outreach Chair

Jim Hunter

813 507-8415

Star Party Chair

Mike Partain

850 339-0828

Librarian

Ralph Craig

727 384-2086

Jack Fritz

813 508-5680

Leeann Muszynski

813-601-0986

Club Webmaster
Dark Sky Chair

Click on the name to send email

Withlacoochee New Moon Weekends
There’s no need for reservations. However,
the park closes at sundown, so you will need to

Withlacoochee River Park – Dade City, FL
Detailed directions can be found at:
www.StPeteAstronomyClub.org

arrive before then. The park rangers will give you
the gate-code once you’re inside the park. Please do not call for the gate code as they are not
allowed to give it out over the phone.
Reservations are not necessary. Please print and display our Friends-Of-The-Park Pass on
your dashboard.
Please join us! All astronomy enthusiasts are
welcome. You do not need to be a club member to
attend. Please refer to our Club Calendar for details and
scheduled dates.
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Examiner Staff
Editor

Guy Earle

813 785-1972

/ In the News

Steve Robbins

386 736-9123

Reporter

Kelly Anderson

813 672-2751

/ Mirror Lab

Ralph Craig

727 384-2086

Recognition of Patrons & Benefactors
Steven Balke

Benefactor

Richard & Mary Garner

Patron

Clifford B. Benham

Benefactor

Les & Janet Gatechair

Patron

Lakeisha & Stephen Black

Benefactor

Steve Gross & Julia Winston

Patron

Walter Brinkman

Benefactor

Kevin Hanley

Patron

Mark & Sharon Bruns

Benefactor

Jason & Steph Hargrove

Patron

Dave & Deborah Catalano

Benefactor

Timothy & Mary Ann Harris

Patron

Jack & Roni Fritz

Benefactor

Sharon Herman & Melissa Hughes

Patron

Christopher Halls

Benefactor

Charlie & Linda Hoffman

Patron

Michael Haworth & Melanie Otte

Benefactor

Matt Hughes & Manuel Ordonez

Patron

Jamie Kenas

Benefactor

Lee Jarvis

Patron

David Knowlton

Benefactor

Paul & Robin Kavan

Patron

Laura & Roy Lanier

Benefactor

Neal Kleinman

Patron

Greg Legas

Benefactor

Matt Labadie & Jennifer Willman

Patron

Jim MacDougald

Benefactor

Joe & Shirley Litton

Patron

Tod Markin

Benefactor

Barbara Lloyd

Patron

Kelly McGrew

Benefactor

Michael Maguire

Patron

Kevin & Karen Mulford

Benefactor

Allen Maroney & Tracee Elliott

Patron

Will & Jenni Nelson

Benefactor

Gabriel & Reyna Martinez

Patron

David & Tara Pearson

Benefactor

Joe Mirabelle

Patron

Rath, Damon & Jean Futch

Benefactor

Herb Monroe & Martha Stewart

Patron

Doug & Teri Sliman

Benefactor

Leeann Muszynski

Patron

Todd Vogt & Brittany MacDonald

Benefactor

Robert Nadeau & Ali Wuchert

Patron

Bob & Michele Winslow

Benefactor

Stephen Oros

Patron

Dan & Alyson Affolter

Patron

Brad & Lisa Perryman

Patron

Christopher Bankston

Patron

Alan Polansky

Patron

Kyle Brinkman

Patron

John & Abbie Redmond

Patron

Rich & Bonny Carlson

Patron

David & Rusty Richmond

Patron

Ralph & Christine Craig

Patron

Christian & Wendy Rubach

Patron

Garrison Crenshaw & Diane Doolittle Patron

Robert Rutledge

Patron

Peter & Jaclynn Dimmit

Patron

Gregory Satchwell

Patron

Daniel Doyle & Suzanne Ford

Patron

Rebeca & Jack Selbo

Patron

Guy & Kelly Earle

Patron

Anthony Staiano

Patron

Gabe & Elaine Faraone

Patron

Wally & Ramona Vazquez

Patron

Joseph & Pamela Faubion

Patron

Alexie Velez & Yanira Hernandez

Patron

Darla & Peter Flynn

Patron

Charlie White

Patron

Steve & Cindy Fredlund

Patron

Ed Wilson

Patron

Steve Gaber & Karen Sell

Patron
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St. Petersburg Astronomy Club Membership Form
Membership in St. Petersburg Astronomy Club, Inc. (SPAC) is open to anyone, regardless of age, who is
interested in astronomy. Benefits of membership include a monthly subscription to the SPAC Examiner
newsletter, reduced camping rates and use of the club’s bunkhouse at our dark sky site at Withlacoochee River
Park, the ability to serve on the SPAC board and voting privileges. Dues are considered donations and are
non-refundable. Membership options are available as listed below.
You are now able to choose how you wish to join or renew your membership:
• Preferred On-line Website Option: New instructions as our website has been updated.
Go to https://www.stpeteastronomyclub.org/Sign_In.php on the SPAC website where you can join, view and
update your membership profile, provide payment, and print your membership card.
• US Mail Option: Takes more time to process manually because we are all volunteers.
Complete the attached membership form and send it along with your payment to:
Jim Hunter
17316 Oak Ledge Drive
Lutz, FL 33549.
(Checks should be made payable to SPAC, Inc.)
Adult 1: ____________________________________
Street:

Adult 2: _______________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________________

City, State, Zip:

____________________________________________________________________________

Home Phone: ________________________________
Email Address:

Cell Phone: ____________________________________

____________________________________________________________________________

Number of Children under 18: _________________________________
Memberships:
Single:

[ ]

$ 30.00/YR. Includes one adult, minor children, the “SPACE” newsletter, and all the rights

and privileges of membership.
Family:

[ ]

$ 35.00/YR. Includes two adults, minor children and the above rights and privileges.

Patron:

[ ]

$ 50.00/YR. A Patron member is entitled to the above rights and privileges.

Benefactor: [ ]

$100.00/YR. A Benefactor member is entitled to the above rights and privileges.

Student:

FREE. SPAC offers free membership to full time high school and college students.

[ ]

Expected date of graduation: ____________________________________________________________________
Total Submitted:

$____________________________________
Your SPAC Membership Card is required for reduced fees at the campground.
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